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In this paper, we introduce the formal definition of the concept of the (W,, %$)- 
effective entropy of a language, where %Y,, ‘& are complexity classes. The (U, , U;)- 
eflective entropy of a language L is used to measure how much a string x of length 
<n in L can be compressed to a string y  by a V, algorithm so that given )‘, x can 
be recovered by a Wz algorithm. We also relate this concept to issues in data com- 
pression. The main results are: (1) The SC/‘-effective entropy of a 2”“‘sn)-sparse 
regular language is equal its abosolute entropy, i.e., it is optimal; (2) the 
(DET, SC”))-elTective entropy of a 2ouog”‘-sparse, 2o”“s”)-ambiguous linear 
context-free language is, up to a constant factor, equal its absolute entropy (DET 
denotes the class of problems which are NC”‘-reducible to computing the deter- 
minants of integer matrices); and (3) the (NC”‘, P)-effective entropy of a 2°(‘osn)- 
sparse, 2ouop”)-ambiguous context-free language is, up to a constant factor, equal 
its absolute entropy. ,.C’ 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Entropy is a notion that has appeared in various areas of sciences. In 
information and coding theory, the notion of entropy plays a fundamental 
role. It was introduced by Shannon (1948) to measure the uncertainty of 
an information source. Since then the notion of entropy has found applica- 
tions in various areas, especialy in computer science. In formal language 
theory, its relation to structure-generating functions of context-free 
languages has been studied, e.g., in (Kuich, 1970). In hashing, entropies of 
combinatorial sources have been studied extensively (cf., e.g., (Krichevsky, 
1987). Recently, in cryptography, the entropy notion has been relined 
further in (Yao, 1982) by taking into account the computational aspect. 
Like the connection between randomness and complexity, entropy and 
complexity are strongly related. 
The drawback of Shannon’s notion of entropy is, as observed by Yao 
(1982), that “sometimes it may take an astronomical amount of computa- 
tion to extract the Shannon information contained in a string; and on such 
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occasions, the conclusions reached by information theory may become 
inconsequential.” As a matter of fact, consider the definition of the entropy 
of a formal language as introduced and studied in Kuich (1970). For a 
language L over a finite alphabet C, let d,(n) denote the number of strings 
of length n in L, and consider the function f(z) in the complex variable 
z :f(z) =Cn=i d,(n)z”. This power series converges absolutely in the disk 
IzI < p, where p is the convergence radius given by: p = l/lim,,, sup’ m. 
The entropy of L is defined to be -log p. Although this notion of entropy 
of a language is useful in certain counting problems in combinatorics and 
in proving that a number of context-free languages are inherently 
ambiguous, it says little about the complexity of extracting information 
contained in strings in a language. Indeed, it does not provide any effective 
method for compressing and recovering strings in the given language. In 
hashing, the entropy of a finite set S of strings of length n in C* is defined 
to be log, Card(S)/n, where k is the cardinality of .E (cf. Krichevsky, 1987). 
In this case the information source S is even non-uniform. 
Using computational complexity theory, Yao (1982) introduced the 
notion of the effective entropy of a source ensemble which turns out to be 
useful in computational cryptography. Whereas in this area, researchers are 
interested in constructing random sources (sources with maximum effective 
entropies) that can be used in cryptosystems, our main interest is to make 
this notion of effective entropy useful in data compression, an active subject 
of coding theory (cf. Rissanen and Langdon, 1979). We, therefore, are 
concerned with the classification of information sources that have low 
effective entropies. These are information sources whose strings can be 
succinctly compressed and recovered by efficient algorithms. Such informa- 
tion sources are necessarily sparse. Thus, our goal is to bring the aspects 
of computational complexity theory to coding theory in general and data 
compression in particular (cf. Blahut, 1987). 
For a given language L and complexity classes %?, , qZ2, refining Yao’s 
definition, we introduce a complexity measure called the (%?, %?J-effective 
entropy of L : ~~w,,q,G~ n). HcV,,v22) (L, n) is used to measure how much a 
string x of length <n in L can be compressed to a string y by a %?i algo- 
rithm so that given y, x can be recovered by a %$ algorithm. Our goal is 
to study the asymtotic growth rate of H,,,,,,(L, n), where L belongs to a 
relevant language class in P, and %?, , gZ are either P, or NC, or SC. That 
is, we want to determine how much strings in a language can be 
compressed and then recovered using classes of algorithms with feasible 
resources. This should be contrasted with the generalized Kolmogorov 
complexity measure introduced by Hartmanis (1983) which is used to 
measure the information contents of strings in a language L and does not 
imply the existence of an efficient algorithm that can succinctly compress 
strings in L. 
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In this paper we introduce the formal definition of the concept of the 
($&, G&)-effective entropy of a language L. We also relate this concept to 
problems in data compression. Our main concern is the classification of the 
effective entropies of context-free languages and their subclasses. The 
principal results are as follows: 
(1) The SC(j)-effective entropy of a 2°(‘og’n)-sparse regular language 
is equal its absolute entropy; i.e., it is optimal. 
(2) The (DET, SC”‘)-effective entropy of a 2°(‘og’n)-sparse, 2°“og’n)- 
ambiguous linear context-free language is, up to a constant factor, equal its 
absolute entropy. (DET denotes the class of problems which are NC”‘- 
reducible to computing the determinants of integer matrices.) 
(3) The (NC?, P)-effective entropy of a 2°(‘og’n’-sparse, 2°(‘og’n)- 
ambiguous context-free language is, up to a constant factor, equal its 
absolute entropy. 
Concerning (1) we will show that the rank function of a regular language 
is easy to compute. This is done by showing that the problem of counting 
the number of strings of a given length in a regular language can be 
reduced to the problem of solving a linear recurrence of fixed degree. 
Results (2), (3) are proved by showing how to compress the derivation of 
a ‘string instead of compressing the string itself. Note that results (2) and 
(3) are quite interesting since we provided in Huynh (1988) strong evidence 
that the P-effective entropies of finitely ambiguous linear context-free 
languages probably cannot be optimal. 
This paper is organized as follows. The concept of the effective entropy 
of a language is introduced in Section 1, where we also work out its 
connection to issues in data compression and prove the existence of a 
language in DTIME(2Po’Y) that has high P-effective entropy. Section 2 
deals with the classification of the effective entropies of regular languages, 
whereas in Section 3, we are concerned with linear context-free and 
context-free languages. We also show that bounded context-free languages 
have, up to a constant factor, optimal NC”‘-effective entropies. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with notions and concepts in com- 
plexity theory, formal language theory (cf., e.g., Hopcroft and Ullman, 
1979) and in parallel computation (cf. Cook, 1985). L, NL, P have the 
usual meanings. SC?’ is the class of problems which can be solved in 
polynomial time and O(logj n) space NC”‘) is the class of problems which 
can be solved by uniform Boolean circuit families of polynomial size and 
O(log’ n) depth (cf. Ruzzo, 1981, for the definition of uniform Boolean 
circuit family). 
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1. EFFECTIVE ENTROPIES OF COMPUTATIONS 
Entropy is a notion that has appeared in various areas of computer 
science. Most recently, in cryptography, the entropy notion has been 
refined further in (Yao, 1982) by taking into account the computational 
aspect. Using computational complexity theory, Yao introduced the notion 
of the effective entropy of a source ensemble. In order to introduce Yao’s 
definition, let us review Shannon’s notion of entropy. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let Z= {a,, . . . . uk) be a finite alphabet, and rc be a 
probability distribution over C with rri = rc(a,) for i= 1, . . . . k. Consider a 
discrete information source S that probabilistically generates an infinite 
string i4y1 w1 . . E Z”, where each wi is independently distributed according 
to n. Then the (Shannon) entropy of S, denoted by H(S), is defined to be 
H(S) := - i nix log, rc,. 
i=l 
Remark. The entropy H(S) measures the amount of information 
received when an output symbol from Z is generated by S probabilistically. 
Now, suppose that we wish to encode sourcewords of length n using the 
binary alphabet (0, 1 }. Then Shannon’s first coding theorem states that the 
average length 1, of the codewords in an optimal code for S in nH(S). 
More precisely, nH( S) 6 I, 6 nH( S) + 1. 
Yao (1982) proposed a modification of Shannon’s definition of the 
entropy by taking into consideration the computational aspect. The 
following example in Yao may serve as a motivation for Yao’s definition. 
Let Z be the binary alphabet, and Z” denotes the set of all binary strings 
of length n. Define a set A c C” by: 
A := (wI . . . w, E C” 1 For each i = 1, . . . . n, wi = parity of (xi mod k), 
where X, k are r&l-bit binary integers}. 
For large n, say n = 10,000, consider the source S over A with the uniform 
probability distribution n(w) = l/Card(A) for all w  E A. By Shannon’s first 
coding theorem, the average number of binary bits used to encode a string 
w  E A is H(S) = log, Card(A) < 200. The theorem claims the existence of a 
code so that each symbol (string) w  E A can be encoded by no more than 
200 binary bits. In fact, each MI E A may be encoded by the string xk of 
lOO-bit binary integers x, k that satisfy wj = parity of (x’mod k) for all 
i= 1, . . . . n. However, the theorem does not provide an algorithm for com- 
puting x and k from w  in polynomial time. Thus, Shannon’s first coding 
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theorem only claims the existence of an optimal code. It does not show 
how to obtain such code effectively. 
This observation leads to a modification of Shannon’s notion of entropy 
by requiring that a code for a source be computable in a feasible amount 
of time. We present in the following a (slightly different) version of Yao’s 
definition of effective entropy. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let C be a finite alphabet. A source S is a probability 
distribution rc: C+-+ [0, l] with finite expected length J(S) := C,,.ET+ n(w)x 
1 WI < co. A source ensemble S is an infinite sequence of sources S, , Sz, . . . 
with probability distributions rc,, z2, . . . that satisfy [rcn(w) > 0 implies 
pr(n) d IwJ dp2(n)], where p,, pz are two fixed polynomials. A polynomial 
coding schema for a source ensemble S is a (partial) one-one function 
G: {l}+ XC+ + {l}+ x (0, l}’ that satisfies: 
(i) 0 is defined on (l”, w) with rc,(w) >O, i.e., Dam(a) = 
{(l”, W)I%(W)>O, nal). 
Further, if we denote by p the projection of r~ on the second component, 
then a( l”, w) = (l”, p( l”, w)). p( l”, w) is called the code of w  under G. 
(ii) o and its inverse 0-l are computable in polynomial time. 
(If (ii) is not required, then we simply call o a coding schema for S.) 
Let S be a source ensemble and (T be a polynomial coding schema for S. 
Define 
Z,(S, a) := c Tz(fi~) x Ml”, w)l 
w,. n,(w) > 0 
I,,@, a) is the expected length of a codeword for the source S,. 
The p-effective entropy H,(S, n) (also called effective entropy in Yao, 
1982) of the source ensemble S is said to be bounded byf(n) if there exists 
a polynomial coding schema n that satisfies I,,@, 0) <f(n) for all but 
finitely many n. Thus, if there exists a (not necessarily computable) coding 
schema G for S so that I,@, a) <<f(n) for all but finitely many n, then we 
say that the absolute entropy H(S, n) of S is bounded by f(n). For source 
ensembles with uniform probability distributions, we have I,@, rr) < 
rlog, Card(Dom(rt,))], where 0 is the coding schema that associates 
to each (l”, w) with n,(w) > 0, the lexicographic index of w  in Dom(rc,). 
Thus, g is an optimal coding schema for S. Such a coding schema is 
also called the rank function of S and is denoted by rs. We will refer to 
rlog, Card(Dom(z,))] as the absolute entropy of S. 
In the following, we explain the important role of the notion of effective 
entropy in data compression that has not been pointed out in the literature. 
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Whereas the main interest in cryptography is to construct source ensembles 
that have high effective entropies, the main goal in the area of data com- 
pression (also called data compaction) is to find codes that can be used to 
represent outputs of certain sources very succinctly (cf. Blahut, 1987). 
Consequently, information sources of interest in data compression have 
low effective entropies. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let us consider a source ensemble with uniform 
probability distributions that is defined from a language L G C+ = (0, 1 } +. 
Each source S, is obtained from L<“, the set of strings of length <n in L 
as follows: z,(w) = l/c,(n) for all w  E L<“, where cL(n) := Card(L<“) is the 
census function of L. In this case, we simply write H,(L, n) for the 
p-effective entropy of L, and H(L, n) for its absolute entropy. 
Suppose that there exists for L a polynomial coding schema c that 
satisfies [p( l”, w) = y(l”, w’) implies w  = w’]; i.e., o may be viewed as a 
one-one function from L onto the range of p. In this case, we regard r~ as 
a (partial) function from C + into Z+. If it holds that [a(w)1 < IwI for all 
but finitely many w  in L, then g is called a compression for L (cf. Goldberg 
and Sipser, 1985), and L is said to be compressible in polynomial time. 0 
is called an optimal compression for L if lo(w)1 < [log, cL( /w/)1 for all but 
finitely many w  in L. Expressed in terms of p-effective entropy, this means 
that H,(L, n) d [log, cL( Iwl)] for all but finitely many n. Therefore, the 
absolute and p-effective entropies of L are “equal” if L has an optimal 
compression. In this case, we also say that the p-effective entropy of L is 
optimal. Note that the rank function rL is an optimal compression for L if 
it is computable in polynomial time. 
Remark. As one can easily see that if L= C+, then the absolute and 
p-effective entropies are equal and are both O(n), it is only interesting to 
consider non-trivial languages with low density (e.g., languages whose 
census functions are bounded by 2”” for any E < 1, or p-sparse languages 
(Berman and Hartmanis, 1977). 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let F be a class of functions f: N + N. A language L is 
said to be F-sparse if cL(n) <f(n) for almost all n, wherefis some function 
in F. We will be interested in the case when F is the class of polynomials 
or functions of the form 20uogk”). In these cases, L is called p-sparse or 
2°(‘ogkn)-sparse, respectively. 
To further reline this entropy concept in the polynomial setting, we 
consider the complexity of the encoding and decoding functions of a coding 
schema separately. 
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DEFINITION 1.5. For given complexity classes wi and VI%;, we say that a 
coding schema 0 is a (Vi, &)-coding schema for a language L if 0 satisfies 
(i) and (ii’) OE(&~, c-l E V$, We then define the (%‘i, G&)-effective entropy 
of a language L, denoted by H,,,,,,(L, n), accordingly. If Vi = Vz = %?, we 
simply call (T a V-coding schema, and use H&L, n) to denote the 
V-effective entropy of L. 
We conclude this section by showing that there exist recursive p-sparse 
languages whose p-effective entropies are exponentially larger than their 
absolute entropies. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. There exists a p-sparse language L in DTIME(2P”‘Y) 
whose p-effective entropy H,(L, n) is > n/4 - c for infinitely many n, where 
c is some fixed constant. 
Proof: We apply the concept of time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity 
(cf. Hartmanis, 1983; Huynh, 1986). Let KT(2m, m- 1) denote the set of 
binary strings of length m that have 2”-timebounded Kolmogorov com- 
plexity less than m - 1 (cf. Hartmanis, 1983). The language L is constructed 
as follows. The lengths of strings in L are n = 2k, k = 0, 1, . . . . For each 
length n, L has exactly n strings of length n. If wi, w2, . . . . w, are the n 
strings of length n in L, then let c1 denote the string w, ... w  = C(,CQ ... cl,2 
of length n2. Define CY to be the lexicographically first string of length n* 
that does not belong to KT(2”, m - 1). (Note that m =n2.) It is well 
known that such string c1 exists. Further, it can be shown that a can be 
constructed in time 2“n2, where d is some fixed constant. Thus, L is in 
DTIME(2Po’Y). 
We now claim that the p-effective entropy H,(L, n) of L is > n/4 - c for 
all n of the form 2k, where c is some fixed constant. Assume otherwise that 
H,(L, n) is < n/4 - c1 for almost all n, where ci is an arbitrary but fixed 
constant. By definition, there is a polynomial coding scheme cr with 
f,(L, a) <n/4-c, for almost all n, where ci is an arbitrary but fixed 
constant. Let p be the projection of cr on the second component. We show 
that using p, cc can be compressed to and recovered from a string of length 
less than n2 - 1 in polynomial time, contradicting the fact that 01 is not in 
KT(2”, m - 1). To this end, let us consider the mapping y: (0, 1 }* -+ 
(0, l}* defined by: y(a,...a,) :=a,a, . ..a.a,. The string tl can be 
compressed to the string fi = y(p(w,))Ol . . .Oly(p(w,)). (Note that 01 is 
used to encode a delimiter.) It can easily be seen that ct can be compressed 
to and recovered from fi in polynomial time. It remains to estimate the 
length of fl. Observe that c,-(n) =cFE, 2k. It follows that CL(n) =2n- 1. 
Therefore, we have that for almost all n, 
181~(2n-l)x2x(H,(L,n)+l) 
d (4n - 2) x (n/4-c,), 
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for any constant ci . Clearly, for almost all n, I/I1 < n2 - c2 for any constant 
c2. Thus, c1 is in KT(2”, m - 1 ), a contradiction! This completes the proof 
of Proposition 1.6. [ 
2. THE EFFECTIVE ENTROPIES OF REGULAR LANGUAGES 
In this section, we will classify the effective entropies of sparse regular 
languages. The main result is that the SC(j)-effective entropy of a 2°uog’nJ- 
sparse regular language is equal its absolute entropy. In fact, we will show 
that regular languages have rank functions that are easy to compute. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let C be an alphabet and L c C* be a language. 
Define d,(n) to be the number of strings of length n in L. The generating 
function &(z) of L is defined by fL(z) := C,“=, d,(n)?‘, where 2 is a 
complex variable (cf. Chomsky and Miller, 1958). 
Remark. It is well known in formal language theory that if L is regular, 
then fL(z) is a rational function whose degree is bounded by the number 
of states of some finite automaton accepting L (cf. Salomaa and Soittola, 
1978). 
We will need some results concerning the function d,. Let L be a 
regular language accepted by some deterministic finite automaton M= 
(Q, C, 6, qO, J). For a given state p E Q let d,(p, n) denote the number of 
strings w  of length n which satisfy 6(p, w) E F. Thus, d,(n) = d,(q,, n). The 
following lemma is well known (cf. Stearns and Hunt, 1981, for a proof). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let L and A4 be as above. Further let PE Q be a state of M. 
Then d,(p, n) satisfies a linear recurrence of the form 
ddp, n) = i c,d,(p, n - 4 
,=I 
where c’s are integer constants and k < Card(Q). 
We are now in the position to provide a good upper bound for the com- 
plexity of computing the rank function of a regular language. Let DIV 
denote the class of problems which are NC”‘- reducible to integer division, 
where integer division is the problem of computing the n-bit representation 
of Lx/yj for n-bit integers x, y (cf. Cook, 1985). It is known that problems 
in DIV belong to P-uniform NC”’ (cf. Beame et al., 1986). The following 
theorem shows that computing the rank function of a regular language is 
in DIV. 
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THEOREM 2.3. For any regular language L, the rank function rL is in 
DIV. 
Proof: We first show that the problem of computing the census func- 
tion CL(n) is in DIV, where n is represented in unary. To this end, it suffices 
to show that computing d,(n) given n (in unary) is in DIV. In doing so, 
we show that the general problem of computing d,(p, n) given n (in unary) 
is in DIV, where p is some state of the deterministic finite automaton 
M = (Q, C, 6, qO, F) accepting L. 
By Lemma 2.2, d,(p, n) satisfies a linear recurrence of degree k of the 
form 
(LR) d,(p, n) = 5 CidL,(p, n-i) 
i= I 
with integer constants cis, where k < Card(Q). Let yn denote d,(p, n). 
Define the column vector 
and the (k x k)-matrix C, 
C= 
c, c2 .‘. ck 
lo... 0 
Ol... 0 
0 0 ... 1 0 1. 
Then it holds that f(n) = C x T(n - 1). Therefore, for every k > n, we 
have 
r(n) = C’“- k’ x T(k). 
Thus, computing d,(p, n) is reduced to integer matrix powering which is 
known to belong to DET, the class of problems which are NC”‘-reducible 
to computing the determinants of integer matrices. Since DET is probably 
not contained in DIV, we have to reduce computing d,(p, n) to some 
problem that is NC”‘-complete in DIV. In fact we will show that com- 
puting d,(p, n) is NC”’ -reducible to iterated integer multiplication which 
is the problem of multiplying n n-bit integers. To this end, we will reduce 
the problem of computing C’“’ given m (in unary) to polynomial powering 
modulo a given polynomial which, in turn, can be reduced to integer 
powering modulo a given integer, a special case of iterated integer 
multiplication modulo a given integer. 
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Consider again the linear recurrence (LR). We associate with (LR) the 
characteristic polynomial 
g(x)=xk-((C1xk-‘+ “’ +c,_,x+c,). 
It is well known that g(C) = 0. Therefore, to compute r(C) for an 
arbitrary polynomial T(X) we simply compute r’(C), where r’(x) = r(x) 
mod g(x). Let Z[x] be the ring of polynomials with integer coefficients and 
Z[x]/(g(x)) be the ring of polynomials modulo g(x). To compute C” we 
first compute the polynomial s(x) = xm mod g(x) and then s(C). Observe 
that the degree of s(x) is less than k. So computing C” is essentially 
reduced to computing xm mod g(x). Thus, it remains to show how to 
reduce polynomial powering modulo a fixed polynomial to integer 
powering modulo a given integer. 
Consider polynomial arithmetic in Z[x]/(g(x)). Suppose that we want 
to compute the product r(x)s(x) mod g(x) of two polynomials r(x), s(x) 
of degree less than k. Let r(x)=a,+a,x+ ... +U,x” and s(x)= 
b,+b,x+ ... + bAxi-, where i < k. If the coefficients of r(x)s(x) is 
bounded by 2’, I > 0, then r(x) and s(x) can be represented by integers 
n,, n, with 
and 
n,=a,+a,2’+ ..’ +a22l’ 
n,=b,+b,2’+ ... +&2”[. 
In this way, the coefficients of r(x)s(x) can be obtained from the coef- 
ficients of n,ns which is represented as integer over the base 2’. Now, 
observe that the coefficients of xm mod g(x) in Z[x]/(g(x)) is bounded by 
2P” for some fixed constant p, where m = n -k. Therefore, the coefficients 
of xm mod g(x) can be obtained from the coefficients of the integer 
2”“(“-k)mod(2~“k-(c,2~‘“(k~L)+ . . . +ckP,2fl”+ck)) 
represented as integer over the base 2”“. Thus, computing x”-~ mod g(x) 
is reduced to integer division, since computing 2P’“(“-k) can be done by a 
simple shift operation. We conclude that computing d,(p, n) given n (in 
unary) is in DIV. 
Finally, we observe that rL(w), w = wi . . . w, E C*, can be computed as 
follows. In parallel, for i = 1, 2, . . . . n, compute ici+ = d,(d(q,, w1 wz-.. wi-, 0, 
n - i) for all 0 EC that is less than wi lexicographically. Then 
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It is clear that computing r(w) is NC “)-reducible to integer division. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.3. 1 
Remark. Theorem 2.3 implies that ranking regular languages can be 
done by P-uniform circuit families of depth O(log n). The question whether 
the P-uniformity condition can be improved remains open. In fact, one can 
easily see that computing xn given n (in unary) for a fixed integer x is 
NC”‘-reducible to computing the n th element of the solution of a linear 
recurrence of bounded degree. The former problem is currently not known 
to be in logspace-uniform NC”’ or in deterministic logspace (cf. Beame et 
al., 1986, Sect. 9). 
COROLLARY 2.4. For any regular language L, the rank function is in 
DSPACE(log n(log log n)). 
Proof: This follows from a result by Reif (1986; cf. Beame et al., 1986, 
Sect. 1). 1 
Note that Corollary 2.4 does not imply that ranking regular languages 
can be done in SC”‘, j > 1, where SC”’ is the class of problems that can 
be solved by polynomial-time-bounded deterministic Turing machines 
(DTM) that use at most O(log’n) space. This, however, holds for sparse 
languages. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let L be a regular language. Zf L is 2°(‘og’n’-sparse, 
then rL is in SC”‘. 
Proof: Consider the linear recurrence (LR) in the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
It is clear that all the numbers d,(p, l), d,(p, 2), . . . . d,(p, n) are bounded 
by 20(hC’n), because L is 20(b’n) -sparse. This also holds for the numbers 
rci,,‘s. Therefore, one can easily see that 
n-1 
r(w)= C d,(C?o, i)+ i 1 Ici,o 
i= 1 i=l o<w, 
can be computed by a polynomial-time-bounded DTM that uses at most 
O(logjn) tape cells. 1 
From Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 we obtain the following 
THEOREM 2.6. For any regular language L, the (DIV, P)-effective 
entropy of L is equal its absolute entropy. 
Proof: We only need to show that the inverse r;’ of L can be com- 
puted by a polynomial-time-bounded DTM. To this end let x be the input 
integer represented in binary. We want to determine w  E L so that 
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rL(w) = x. This can be done by binary search as follows. First determine 
the length n of W: n is the integer satisfying ~~(12 - 1) <x d c,(n). Then 
successively compute MI,, u’~, . . . . w,. W, is the least symbol in C with 
c d,(6(q,,a),n-l)~x-c,(n-l). 
rr< W’, 
Let d, be the integer 
d’ := [x- cL(n - l)] - c d,(&q,, o), n - 1). 
(r < w, 
Now, assume inductively that W, _, and dip i are already determined. Then 
wi is the lexicographically least symbol in Z that satisfies 
and 
di:=d,+- c d,(6(q,,u’,...wi-,a),n-i). 
fJ < w, 
It is easily seen that w, . w, can be determined in polynomial time. 1 
COROLLARY 2.7. For any 20(login) -sparse regular language L, the SCcJ’- 
effective entropy of L is equal its absolute entropy. 
Proof: One only needs to observe that the numbers that occur during 
the execution of the algorithm in the proof of Theorem 2.6 are all 2°(‘og’n) 
bounded, and hence can be encoded using only O(log/ n) bits. 1 
COROLLARY 2.8. For any 2°(‘og’n’-sparse regular language L, the 
(DIV, SC(j))-effective entropy of L is equal its absolute entropy. 
3. THE EFFECTIVE ENTROPIES OF CONTEXT-FREE LANGUAGES 
In Section 2 we have shown that the (DIV, SC”‘)-effective entropy of a 
2°(‘og’n)-sparse regular language is equal its absolute entropy. In this 
section we turn our attention to context-free languages. For general 
context-free languages, we showed that the rank function is in P iff 
P = #P, where #P is the class of functions that count the number of 
accepting paths of nondeterministic polynomial-time-bounded Turing 
machines (Huynh, 1988). In fact, this already holds for finitely ambiguous 
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linear context-free languages, Thus, it is unlikely that the P-effective 
entropy of general context-free language is optimal. For the class of 
unambiguous context-free languages we have the following result 
THEOREM 3.1. The (NC (2) P)-effective entropy of an unambiguous ,
context-free language is equal its absolute entropy. 
Proof: Let L be an unambiguous context-free language. In (Huynh, 
1988) we showed that the rank function rL is in NC?. In fact, it was 
shown that counting the number of strings in L of length n having a 
common prefix is in NC . (2) Therefore, using the technique in the proof of 
Theorem 2.6 it can easily be shown that r;’ is in P. 1 
Whereas in the case of regular languages we have been able to obtain a 
corollary stating that if L is a 2°(‘ogin) -sparse regular language, then ri’ is 
in SC”‘, a similar statement does not follow from Theorem 3.1 for unam- 
biguous context-free languages. In the following we show that sparse linear 
context-free languages have, up to a constant factor, optimal (DET, SC”‘)- 
effective entropies, where DET denotes the class of problems which are 
NC”)-reducible to the problem of computing the determinants of integer 
matrices. (DET was introduced in Cook (1985), where it was shown that 
DET lies somewhere between NL and NC’*‘.) Using the same technique, 
we obtain a similar result for the P-effective entropy of sparse context-free 
languages. 
Recall that a context-free grammar G = (N, 2, P, S) is said to be a linear 
context-free grammar if every production p E P is of the form A + aB, or 
A + Ba, or A + a, where A, B are nonterminals, a is a terminal symbol. 
(This is no loss of generality as every linear context-free grammar can be 
transformed into this form and we only consider languages which do not 
contain E). If a language is generated by some linear context-free grammar, 
it is called a linear context-free language. For a function f: N -+ N, a 
context-free grammar G is said to be f(n)-ambiguous if every string of 
length n in L(G) has at most f (n) parse trees. A context-free language L is 
said to be f (n)-ambiguous if it can be generated by some f(n)-ambiguous 
context-free grammar. The main result of this section is the following 
THEOREM 3.2. For any 2°(‘ogJ”‘-sparse, 2°(‘og’“‘-ambiguous linear context- 
free language L, there exists a constant c so that for all n, 
&ET.SCW& n) d CM& n); 
that is, the (DET, SC”‘)-entropy of L is, up to a constant factor, equal its 
absolute entropy. 
643/YO,l-6 
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Proof: The main idea is to encode the derivation of a string instead of 
the string itself. Let G = (N, C, P, 5’) be a 2°(‘“g’“)-ambiguous linear 
context-free grammar with L(G) = L, where N is the set of nonterminals, ,Z 
is the set of terminals, P = {p, , . . . . pm} is the set of productions, and S is 
the initial symbol, The language of all left most terminal derivations of G 
can be generated by the grammar G’ constructed as follows. The terminal 
alphabet of G’ is P. N, S are the set of nonterminals and the initial symbol 
of G’, respectively. The productions of G’ are defined by: for each produc- 
tion pi of the form A -+ aB or A -+ Ba let A +piB be a production of G’, 
and for each production pk of the form A -+ a let A -+pk be a production 
in G’. G’ is called the associate grammar of G. 
Now observe that G’ is a right-linear grammar. Furthermore, there is a 
one-one and onto correspondence between derivations in G and strings in 
L’ = L(G’). Define a mapping 8: L --, L’ by setting %(w) to be the 
lexicographically least string in L’ that yields a derivation for w  E L. We 
want to show that the mapping rL, o 8 and its inverse are in DET and SC”‘, 
respectively. The mapping rLs 0 % is then used as a coding schema for L. By 
the results in Section 2, we have that rL. and r;,’ are in DIVE DET and 
SC(j), respectively. Thus, it remains to show that % and %- ’ are in DET 
and SC”‘, respectively. 
First, we show that 8 is even in NL (s DET). In fact, it is well known 
that the membership problem for linear context-free languages is in NL. 
We use this and Immerman’s (1987) recent result that NL is closed under 
complement to prove that 8 is in NL. Consider the following problem: 
Given a string u’ E C* of length n, a pair of integers i, j, 1 < i <j < n, and a 
production p E P, it is to determine whether there exists a derivation for wii 
starting with production p, where wii denotes the substring w, . . . wi of w. It 
is easily seen that this problem is in NL. Next, observe that the problem 
of computing for a given string w  E C* of length n all triples of the form 
(i, j, p), such that p is the first production used in the lexicographically 
least derivation for the substring wii is NC”‘-reducible to the problem just 
mentioned. Since the former is in NL, the latter is in NL*, which is exactly 
NL by Immerman’s result. From all triples (i, j, p), we can easily compute 
the lexicographically least derivation for w  in log-space. Since L is 
contained in NL* and since NL* = NL is closed under composition, we 
conclude that 8 is in NL. 
We now show that 8-l is even in NC”‘. Consider a string pi, .. ‘pin. 
Since G is a linear context-free grammar, the terminal string w  generated 
by pi,. . ‘pi, can be computed as follows. Each production pi, = A + 01 is 
identified with (A, c(). For odd j, compute the pair (A, /?) for pi,pz,+,, where 
A derives /I using pi,, pi,+,. We then compute pairs (A, y) for substrings of 
PiI . . ‘pin of lengths 2’ for l= 2, 3, . . . . Llog n _I. It is clear that w  can be 
computed by NC”’ circuits. 
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Finally, notice that as G is 2°(‘og’n) -ambiguous, there exists a constant c 
such that 
UL rLfo e) < cH(L, n) 
for all n. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 1 
COROLLARY 3.3. For any 2°(‘og’n’-sparse, 2’(l”gin) - ambiguous context- 
free language L, there exists a constant c so that for alln, 
H WY,P,& n) 6 ML, n); 
that is, the (NCf2’, P)-effective entropy of L is, up to a constant factor, equal 
its absolute entropy. 
Proof: We apply the idea in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Let G = 
(N, .E, P, S) be a 2°(‘og’“) -ambiguous context-free grammar in Chomsky 
normal form with L(G) = L, where N is the set of nonterminals, C is the 
set of terminals, P = {pl, . . . . pm} is the set of productions, and S is the 
initial symbol. The language of all leftmost terminal derivations of G can 
be generated by the associate grammar G’ constructed as follows. The 
terminal alphabet of G’ is P. N, S are the set of nonterminals and the initial 
symbol of G’, respectively. The productions of G’ are defined by: for each 
production pi of the form A -+ BC let A +piBC be a production of G’, and 
for each production pk of the form A + a let A -+pk be a production of G’. 
Observe that L’ = L(G’) is an unambiguous context-free language. (In 
fact, it is even a simple deterministic context-free language.) Therefore, by 
the proof of Theorem 3.1, rLS and rG1 are in NC”’ and P, respectively. 
Thus, it remains to show that there exists a one-one mapping 8: L + L’ 
with the property that 8 and 8-l are in NC(‘) and P, respectively. 
The mapping 8 is obtained as follows. It is well known that context-free 
recognition is in NC (*) (Ruzzo, 1980). Indeed, a simpler NC2’ algorithm 
for context-free language membership can be found in (Rytter, 1984). 
Rytter’s algorithm can be modified slightly so that it also provides a parse 
a=pi, .. ‘pi, for the input string w. From the parse o for w  we want to 
obtain a left parse o’ for w. This is done by computing in NCf2’ a preorder 
numbering of the nodes of the derivation tree T, implied from o (cf. 
Tarjan and Vishkin, 1984). In this way, every production pi, in o is 
assigned a preorder number. We then sort pi,, . . . . pi, according to their 
preorder numbers. The resulting production sequence is a left parse for w. 
Let 8 be the mapping obtained from this algorithm. Then 0 is in NC(*). 
Finally, observe that 8-l can easily seen to be in P. This completes the 
proof of Corollary 3.3. 1 
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Remark. Corollary 3.3 can be stated somewhat more generally for 
languages of other densities. In this case, we simply require that the 
ambiguity function be bounded by the census function. It remains open 
whether such requirement can be removed. 
In the remainder of this section, we turn our attention to a large subclass 
of context-free languages, namely the bounded languages which have been 
extensively investigated in formal language theory (cf. Ginsberg, 1966). A 
language L G C* is aid to be bounded if L is context-free and there exist 
strings wi, . . . . wk so that Lcw,...u’~. Obviously, every bounded language 
is p-sparse. In (Ibarra and Ravikumar, 1986) the following lemma was 
shown. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let L he a context-free language. Then L is bounded iff L 
is p-sparse. 
The following theorem shows that the NC”‘-effective entropy of a 
bounded language is, up to a constant factor, optimal. 
THEOREM 3.5. For every bounded language L there exists a constant c 
such that for all n, 
H,,,l,(L, n) G clog n; 
that is, the NC”‘-effective entropy of L is, up to a constant factor, equal its 
absolute entropy. 
Proof First, we note that the membership problem for bounded 
languages is in NC”’ (This is shown in Ibarra et al., 1987 improving a 
result in Alt, 1976.) Let L be a bounded language. Given w  E L, one can 
compute integers n,, . . . . nk that satisfy w  = w;l . . . w: by an NC”’ circuit. 
Thus, w  can be encoded by the string bin(n,) # ... # bin(n,), where bin(n,) 
denotes the binary representation of nj without leading zeros. It is obvious 
that w  can be retrieved from bin(n,) # ... # bin(n,) by an NC”’ circuit. 
Further, it is clear that the length of the codeword bin(n,) # ... # bin(n,) 
is O(log JwI )). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.5. 1 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have introduced the concept of the effective entropy of 
a language. A number of results concerning the effective entropies of 
context-free languages and their subclasses have been obtained. These are 
languages accepted by certain classes of simple one-way automata. In each 
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case, we have been able to show that the (VI, G&)-effective entropies of a 
language class are, up to a constant factor, optimal, where %‘, , ‘ik; are sub- 
classes of P. This means that strings in such languages can be compressed 
to very short strings and then recovered using efficient algorithms. 
Whereas, V1 is usually a subclass of P, e.g., NC, SC, V2 is in general P 
unless the language under consideration is sparse. It would be interesting 
to show that the decoding functions can also be computed by fast parallel 
algorithms. 
As this paper is a first attempt to introduce the aspects of computational 
complexity to coding theory in general and data compression in particular, 
the reader can easily see that numerous problems remain to be investigated. 
Here, we want to mention just a few. First, the connection between 
generalized Kolmogorov complexity and effective entropy deserves a care- 
ful study in the framework of the theory of feasible computations. Second, 
it would be interesting to provide classifications of the effective entropies of 
subclasses of P, specially languages accepted by certain two-way automata. 
Although such languages may not have optimal effective entropies (cf. 
Huynh, 1988), it is possible that they can be compressed quite substantially 
by fast algorithms. Finally, we note that it is important to systematically 
study the effective entropies of information sources of practical interest 
which occur in coding theory. 
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